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Focal Sleep Spindle Deficits Reveal Focal Thalamocortical
Dysfunction and Predict Cognitive Deficits in Sleep
Activated Developmental Epilepsy
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Childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (CECTS) is the most common focal epilepsy syndrome, yet the cause of this disease
remains unknown. Now recognized as a mild epileptic encephalopathy, children exhibit sleep-activated focal epileptiform discharges
and cognitive difficulties during the active phase of the disease. The association between the abnormal electrophysiology and sleep
suggests disruption to thalamocortical circuits. Thalamocortical circuit dysfunction resulting in pathologic epileptiform activity
could hinder the production of sleep spindles, a brain rhythm essential for memory processes. Despite this pathophysiologic connection, the relationship between spindles and cognitive symptoms in epileptic encephalopathies has not been previously evaluated.
A significant challenge limiting such work has been the poor performance of available automated spindle detection methods in the
setting of sharp activities, such as epileptic spikes. Here, we validate a robust new method to accurately measure sleep spindles in
patients with epilepsy. We then apply this detector to a prospective cohort of male and female children with CECTS with combined
high-density EEGs during sleep and cognitive testing at varying time points of disease. We show that: (1) children have a transient,
focal deficit in spindles during the symptomatic phase of disease; (2) spindle rate anticorrelates with spike rate; and (3) spindle
rate, but not spike rate, predicts performance on cognitive tasks. These findings demonstrate focal thalamocortical circuit dysfunction and provide a pathophysiological explanation for the shared seizures and cognitive symptoms in CECTS. Further, this work
identifies sleep spindles as a potential treatment target of cognitive dysfunction in this common epileptic encephalopathy.
Key words: automated spindle detection; BECTS; CECTS; latent state model; Rolandic epilepsy
Significance Statement
Childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes is the most common idiopathic focal epilepsy syndrome, characterized by selflimited focal seizures and cognitive symptoms. Here, we provide the first evidence that focal thalamocortical circuit dysfunction underlies the shared seizures and cognitive dysfunction observed. In doing so, we identify sleep spindles as a mechanistic
biomarker, and potential treatment target, of cognitive dysfunction in this common developmental epilepsy and provide a
novel method to reliably quantify spindles in brain recordings from patients with epilepsy.
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Introduction
Childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (CECTS, previously benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes) is the most
common idiopathic focal epilepsy, accounting for ;10% of all
childhood onset epilepsies (Astradsson et al., 1998; Larsson and
Eeg-Olofsson, 2006; Callenbach et al., 2010; Camfield and
Camfield, 2014; Berg and Rychlik, 2015). The epilepsy in CECTS
is characterized by seizures and spikes arising independently
from the left and right centrotemporal regions during non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep (Bouma et al., 1997; Callenbach et
al., 2010; Carvill et al., 2013; Tsai et al., 2013; Ross et al., 2020).
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Clinically, CECTS is now recognized as an epileptic encephalopathy, belonging to a group of developmental disorders characterized by abundant sleep-activated spikes that emerge alongside
new cognitive deficits (Berg et al., 2010; Carvill et al., 2013). In
CECTS, the most common difficulties are noted in general intellectual functioning, fine motor coordination, processing speed,
and speech-sound processing (Vannest et al., 2015; Scheffer et
al., 2017; Wickens et al., 2017). Among these concerns, the largest deficits relate to consolidation of new information (Scheffer
et al., 2017). Both the epilepsy and cognitive symptoms spontaneously resolve in CECTS across a range of ages, but always by
late adolescence (Ross et al., 2020).
Despite detailed clinical and electrophysiological observations
of CECTS, the cause of this common epilepsy is unknown. The
association between the abnormal electrophysiology and NREM
sleep suggests disruption to thalamocortical circuits (McCormick
and Bal, 1997; Gent et al., 2018), a pathophysiology historically
implicated in idiopathic generalized (Williams, 1953; Beenhakker
and Huguenard, 2009), but not focal epilepsies. Sleep spindles,
brief bursts of oscillatory s band (9-15 Hz) activity during NREM
sleep, are generated by well-characterized thalamocortical circuits
(Beenhakker and Huguenard, 2009). Similar to the epileptiform
spikes in CECTS, sleep spindles can be focal and are most prominent in the Rolandic cortex (Andersen et al., 1967; Pinto et al.,
2014). Prior work has observed that the thalamocortical circuits
that generate spindles can be hijacked to support epileptiform
spikes (Steriade, 2005; Beenhakker and Huguenard, 2009;
Clemente-Perez et al., 2017). If disruptions to thalamocortical circuits underlie the pathologic spikes in CECTS, these processes
may also interfere with the generation of healthy spindles.
Efforts to link spike rate with cognitive dysfunction in CECTS
and related epileptic encephalopathies have shown inconsistent
results (Bjørnæs et al., 2013; Sánchez Fernández et al., 2013; Vega
et al., 2018). In contrast, sleep spindles are a well-established
mechanism of memory consolidation (Siapas and Wilson, 1998;
Walker et al., 2002; Sirota et al., 2003; Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005;
Fogel and Smith, 2006; Nishida and Walker, 2007; Peters et al.,
2008; Tamaki et al., 2008; Rasch et al., 2009), mediating the synaptic plasticity required for LTP during NREM sleep (Siapas and
Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al., 2003; Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005;
Beenhakker and Huguenard, 2009). Spindle rate has also been
found to correlate with general cognitive performance in children
(Wilhelm et al., 2012; Farmer et al., 2018; Hahn et al., 2019).
Despite the shared thalamocortical circuitry with spikes and
the functional relevance to normal cognitive processes, the relationship between spindles and the cognitive symptoms in
CECTS has not been investigated. We hypothesized that: (1) children with active, but not resolved, CECTS would have a focal
disruption in spindle rate in the centrotemporal regions; (2)
spindle rate would be inversely related to spike rate; and (3) spindle rate would correlate with neuropsychological performance.
Evidence of a spindle disruption in CECTS would demonstrate
thalamocortical circuit dysfunction in this idiopathic focal epilepsy and provide a mechanistic explanation for the shared seizures and cognitive symptoms observed.
Although many automated detectors have been developed to
quantify spindle activity (Warby et al., 2014), application of these
methods to EEG recordings from patients with epilepsy is limited
because of the impact of epileptiform spikes on detector performance. Therefore, to test these hypotheses, we introduce and
validate a novel automated approach to accurately detect spindles in the setting of epileptiform spikes. We then quantify spindles from NREM EEG recordings in children with CECTS at
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different stages of the disease and in control subjects, and compare these results to performance on neuropsychological tasks.
We provide evidence of a spindle disruption in CECTS, demonstrating thalamocortical circuit dysfunction in this idiopathic
focal epilepsy and providing a mechanistic explanation for the
shared seizures and cognitive symptoms observed.

Materials and Methods
Experimental design. All children 4-15 years of age who received a
clinical diagnosis of CECTS by a child neurologist following 1989
International League Against Epilepsy criteria (Dreifuss et al., 1989), and
confirmed to have a history of focal motor or generalized seizures and
an EEG showing sleep activated centrotemporal spikes, were eligible for
this prospective study (Fisher et al., 2014). Healthy control school-aged
subjects without a history of seizure or known neurologic disorder were
also recruited. CECTS and healthy control subjects with a history of
unrelated neurologic disease were excluded, although children with
attention disorders and mild learning difficulties consistent with known
CECTS comorbidities were included (Wickens et al., 2017). Thirty-eight
coordinated EEG and neuropsychological visits from 35 subjects (median of 20 d between EEG recording and neuropsychological test, range
0-111 d) were collected. Twenty-four visits were from children diagnosed with CECTS (mean age 11.4 years, range: 4.9-14.9 years, 17 males),
and 14 visits were from control subjects (mean age 12.6 years, range:
8.7-15.1 years, 7 males). Children with CECTS were grouped into two
categories of seizure risk: CECTS with active disease (A-CECTS,
defined as having had a seizure within the last 12 months, n = 11), and
CECTS with resolved disease (R-CECTS, defined as seizure-free for at
least 12 months, n = 13). We chose these definitions because the majority of children with CECTS who are seizure-free for 1 year (including
both treated and untreated) have a sustained remission (Ross et al.,
2020). Three children with CECTS who were initially enrolled during
active disease returned after disease resolution (age 9.6, 12, 16.8 years; 1
male). Twelve children (6 subjects with A-CECTS, 6 subjects with RCECTS) were treated with anticonvulsant medication at the time of
enrollment.
This research was approved by the Massachusetts General Hospital
and Boston University institutional review boards, and assent and
informed consent were obtained from each subject and guardian. This
experiment was not preregistered.
EEG acquisition and preparation. All subjects arrived to EEG recording sessions after instructions for sleep restriction (recommended maximum of 4 h of sleep) the prior night, in accordance with our standard
clinical protocol. EEG were recorded with a 70 channel cap based on the
10-10 electrode placement system at a 2035 Hz sampling rate (Easycap,
Vectorview, Elekta-Neuromag) with additional electrodes placed at T1
and T2 locations. Subjects were given a nap opportunity lasting up to a
maximum of 90 min, between ;9:00 AM and 11:30 AM, depending on
the duration of time required for subject setup and electrode application.
EEG data were visually inspected in both an average and a nasal-referential montage by a board-certified neurophysiologist (C.J.C.), and epochs
and electrodes without artifact were selected for analysis. All available
Stages 2 and 3 NREM sleep epochs were identified for each subject using
standard criteria (Grigg-Damberger et al., 2007) and included in analysis
(range 77-3592 s, mean 1273 s; no difference in duration of data between
CECTS and control groups, two-tailed t test, p = 0.56). Stages 2 and 3
NREM sleep was not scored or analyzed separately. Rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep was not observed in any subject. To optimize identification
of focal events, all high-density EEG data were rereferenced to the common average reference for subsequent analyses (Nunez and Srinivasan,
2005).
Neuropsychological assessment. Comprehensive neuropsychological
assessments were performed on each subject by licensed clinical neuropsychologists (B.C.E., A.K.M., board-certified). To reduce multiple comparisons, we limited our analyses to four measures that capture each of
the canonical challenges reported in CECTS: general intellectual functioning, processing speed, fine motor coordination and speed, and
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speech-sound processing (Vannest et al., 2015; Scheffer et al., 2017;
Wickens et al., 2017), detailed below.
The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, fifth edition was used
to quantify full-scale IQ (FSIQ), an estimate of general intelligence in
children derived from subtests of verbal comprehension, perceptual reasoning, working memory, and processing speed (Wechsler, 2014).
Fine motor coordination and speed were assessed using the Grooved
Pegboard Task (GPT). This task times the placement of grooved pegs
into irregular holes, requiring that the pegs be rotated into the correct
position to be successfully placed, thereby providing an assessment of
hand-eye coordination, motor speed, and sensorimotor control and integration (Merker and Podell, 2011).
The processing speed index (PSI) from the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children, fifth edition was considered separately as a measure
for attentional deficiency, as it examines the state of preparedness to
respond to stimuli, incorporating both sensory registration and timing
of motor response (Jacobson et al., 2011). The PSI subtests require children to attend to visual material and sort or classify targets and symbols
in a time-limited setting.
Phonological awareness was assessed using the Comprehensive Test
of Phonological Processing, second edition through three composite
subscales: the ability to divide a spoken word into its individual phonological components, the ability to blend individual phonemes presented
auditorily and articulate them into spoken words, and the ability to
break a real word into phonemic pieces, remove one, and combine the
remaining pieces together to produce a real word (Wagner et al., 1991).
For all tests, z scores representing each individual’s relative deviation
from standardized score distributions for their age group, as well as their
gender group for the GPT, were computed per task.
Manual spindle detection. We performed manual spindle marking
for 18 subjects (6 subjects with A-CECTS, 6 subjects with R-CECTS, and
6 control subjects). For each subject, we visually inspected 100 s of data
recorded from 18 channels within the standard 10-20 EEG montage.
The start and end of each spindle at each channel was marked by a board
certified pediatric neurophysiologist (C.J.C.) following standard criteria
(Grigg-Damberger et al., 2007) (n = 1631 total manually detected
spindles).
Existing automated spindle detector and calculation of s activity. To
evaluate performance of standard approaches to detect spindles in
patients with epilepsy, we applied an existing spindle detector (Wamsley
et al., 2012) to EEG recordings with and without epileptiform activity.
We chose this method from the many available automated spindle detectors for three reasons: (1) successful application in existing studies
(Wamsley et al., 2012; Warby et al., 2014); (2) balanced performance
between sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV), as shown in a
large-scale study (Warby et al., 2014); and (3) reliance on the magnitude
of s activity, as this reflects the most common approach implemented
in existing detectors (Warby et al., 2014). To compute the magnitude of
s activity, we followed the procedure implemented in this detector
(Wamsley et al., 2012). First, we applied the continuous Morlet wavelet,
squared the (complex) result, and isolated the real part. Then, we computed the absolute value and smoothed the result (moving average
100 ms). The spindle detection threshold is set as the median value of the
smoothed result, multiplied by an amplification factor; we examined factors between 2 and 12. To demonstrate the impact of spikes on the spindle detection threshold, we compared the average median wavelet value
at six electrodes (C3, C5, T3, C4, C6, T4) to the average spike rate from
the left and right hemispheres (see Automatic spike detection).
Latent state (LS) spindle detector. Interictal spikes produce wideband
spectral features (Kramer et al., 2008) that impact s power and subsequent spindle detections using existing methods. For accurate detection
of spindles in the setting of interictal spikes, we developed a new LS
spindle detector. We chose this approach for three reasons. First, LS
models allow characterization of variables hidden in noisy observed
data by leveraging both data features and a dynamical model of the
hidden variables that includes history. Here, we model the probability
of a spindle given the observed EEG recordings. Second, by modeling
the probability of a spindle, the LS model provides an easily interpretable value to determine whether a spindle occurs, or not. Third, the LS
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modeling framework allows us to explicitly include features computed
from the EEG data to mitigate the impact of nonspindle s band activity. Here, we selected three features that separate spindles from both
background and spike activity: theta band power, s band power, and a
measure of oscillation cycle regularity. As we show in Results, a spindle
produces high s band power and oscillation cycle regularity, whereas a
spike produces high theta band power, high s band power, and low oscillation cycle regularity. Application of the detector consisted of two
steps: (1) training and validation, and (2) implementation on patient
and control data.
We designed the LS detector to compute three features. For each
EEG channel, we selected a 0.5 s interval of data and computed the following: (1) the theta power (4–8 Hz), (2) the s power (9–15 Hz), and (3)
the Fano factor (here the consistency of time intervals between subsequent peaks and subsequent troughs in the signal). We chose a 0.5 s
interval to balance time and frequency resolution. We expect larger
intervals would miss detections of short duration spindles, which are
typically required to last at least 0.5 s (Iber et al., 2007; Purcell et al.,
2017; Niethard et al., 2018; Helfrich et al., 2019). The choice of 0.5 s permits a 2 Hz frequency resolution, compatible with estimating theta band
activity (6 Hz center frequency, bandwidth 4-8 Hz). A smaller interval
would improve the detector’s temporal resolution (e.g., support detection of smaller duration spindles), but the impact on frequency resolution would not enable reliable analysis of the theta band. We advanced
the 0.5 s interval by 0.1 s (overlap 0.4 s); the method therefore detected
spindles of minimum duration 0.5 s and with temporal resolution 0.1 s.
For (1) and (2), we detrended the data, applied a Hanning taper, computed the power spectrum, and then divided the power at each frequency
by the summed total power. Like the automated spindle detector in
Wamsley et al. (2012), we computed s power from the (unfiltered) EEG
data. For (3), we found the peaks and troughs (minimum peak distance
28 ms, minimum peak prominence 2 mV) of the signal bandpass filtered
between 3 Hz and 25 Hz (FIR, stop band attenuation 40 dB at 3 Hz, stop
band attenuation 20 dB at 25 Hz, passband ripple 0.1 dB). We used the filtered signal to reduce the variability in peak/trough detections because of
higher-frequency activity. We note that the bandpass filtered data were
only used when computing the Fano factor; we used the unfiltered EEG
data to compute the theta and s power. We computed the time between
subsequent peaks, the time between subsequent troughs, and from these
interpeak times computed the Fano factor (Eden and Kramer, 2010). We
took the natural logarithm of each feature, shifted the interval by 0.1 s,
and repeated these steps for the entire duration of the signal.
We note that here we included s activity spanning the 9-15 Hz band.
We chose this frequency interval to broadly accept spindle activity across
the wide frequency range observed in the pediatric age group evaluated
here (Purcell et al., 2017). We note that an increase in s band power
during NREM sleep, reflecting spindle activity, occurred within this frequency range for the subjects considered here.
To train the LS detector, we used the manual spindle detections
described in Manual spindle detection. For each channel (n = 18 channels
per subject) and each subject (n = 18), we computed for each 0.5 s interval (0.1 s shift) the three features and assigned a spindle state label (inspindle or out-spindle) determined from the manual markings. An interval was designated in-spindle when the entire interval lied within the
bounds of a manually marked spindle; otherwise, the interval was
marked out-spindle. We considered this choice the most conservative
option for training the detector; only features extracted from time points
completely within a manually marked spindle were designated in-spindle states. We expect that less conservative choices (e.g., at least 50% of
an interval must lie within the bounds of a manually marked spindle)
would introduce additional noise; the detector would then be trained to
detect spindles using spectral features both inside and outside of manually marked spindles. We therefore required a strict criterion for training that used only features during manually marked spindles. From
these data, we fit empirical (Gaussian) likelihood functions to each feature and state, and estimated the transition matrix between the in-spindle and out-spindle states.
The LS detector computes the probability of the in-spindle state in
each 0.5 s interval. To do so, the probabilities of the in-spindle (pin ) and
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out-spindle (pout ) states are first initialized at 0.5. Then, for the first 0.5 s
interval, the transition matrix is applied to ½pin ; pout  to compute the onestep prediction ½p1in ; p1out . The three features (power 9-15 Hz, power 48 Hz, interpeak Fano factor) for this interval are then computed, and the
likelihood of each feature is used to compute the posterior ½ppin ; ppout . The
posterior is then normalized so ppin 1ppout ¼ 1. The value of ppin is the
probability of the in-spindle state for this interval. The interval is shifted
forward in time by 0.1 s, and the ½pin ; pout  for this interval is set to the
normalized posterior of the previous interval. This process is repeated
for the entire duration of the signal such that each 0.5 s interval is scored
with a probability of being in a spindle state.
To validate the LS detector, we performed a leave-one-out cross validation. To do so, we first trained the LS detector with one subject left
out (i.e., with 17 of 18 subjects) on the manually marked data. We then
applied the LS detector to compute pin for each marked electrode of the
left-out subject. In this way, we applied the LS detector to data not used
to train the LS detector. We repeated this process for all 18 subjects. To
identify an automated spindle detection, we must choose a threshold
value of pin above which we declare a spindle occurs. To do so, we evaluated LS detector performance compared with the manual marking
using standard measures (see Statistical analysis). We found that a
threshold value of 0.95 is optimal. A spindle begins when pin exceeds the
threshold value, and ends when pin falls below the threshold value.
Spindle detections with duration ,0.5 s were excluded, based on standard requirements (Iber et al., 2007; Purcell et al., 2017; Niethard et al.,
2018; Helfrich et al., 2019), and spindles detections separated by ,1 s
were concatenated.
To implement the LS detector on subject data, we applied the LS
detector to each electrode from each subject for the entire duration
of NREM sleep recording available. We report a spindle detection
when pin .0:95 (i.e., when the probability of a spindle is 95%).
To analyze narrow frequency intervals corresponding to slow (912 Hz) and fast (12–15 Hz) spindles, we included an additional feature: the instantaneous frequency, computed as the reciprocal of the
average interpeak times. Thus, for each interval, we computed four
features (power 9–15 Hz, power 4–8 Hz, interpeak Fano factor, and
instantaneous frequency), and evaluated the likelihood of each feature
during in-spindle and out-spindle states. We set the likelihood of the
instantaneous frequency to 1 if the instantaneous frequency lies
within the narrow frequency interval of interest (either 9-12 Hz or 1215 Hz), and 0 otherwise.
Analysis of spindle features. To assess spindle characteristics, we computed three features: duration, frequency, and amplitude. Duration was
defined as the time from the beginning to end of a spindle detection.
Frequency was defined as the instantaneous frequency, computed as
described in Latent state (LS) spindle detector. Amplitude was defined as
the maximum difference between adjacent local maxima and minima
(peaks) within the 3-25 Hz filtered spindle event, computed as described
in Latent state (LS) spindle detector. For each patient, we computed the
three features for all spindles detected at the centrotemporal channels. We
then averaged these features across all detected spindles for a subject. To
test for differences in spindle features between groups, we implemented a
linear model of the feature with categorical predictors of group (A-CECTS
or R-CECTS). We checked for normality of each feature using the
Lillietest. For the spindle amplitude and frequency, we found no evidence
to reject the null hypothesis that the features come from a normal distribution (p = 0.14 for amplitude, and p = 0.21 for frequency). For spindle duration, we found evidence rejecting the hypothesis that the data come from
a normal distribution (p = 0.0089). We determined this rejection was
because of a single outlier of large duration. Removing this outlier, we
found no evidence to reject the null hypothesis (p = 0.38). We then found
similar qualitative results whether we included or excluded this outlier.
Spectral analysis. To estimate the average power spectrum at the centrotemporal channels for a subject, we first computed the multitaper
spectrogram (T = 10 s, W = 1 Hz, 19 tapers, and no overlap between windows) of each channel. We then averaged these spectrogram results over
all time and all centrotemporal channels for each subject. From the
resulting average power spectrum at the centrotemporal channels for a
subject, we determined the peak power in the s band (9-15 Hz) by
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applying the function findpeaks.m in MATLAB (minimum peak prominence 1.5 decibels).
Automatic spike detection. For spike detection, we applied two automated spike detection methods: the Persyst 13 spike detector (Persyst
Development) and the SpikeNet detector (Jing et al., 2020a, 2020b). We
chose to use two automated spike-detection methods for three reasons:
(1) manual spike detection approaches have poor inter-rater agreement
(Scheuer et al., 2017; Webber et al., 1993); (2) both automated spike
detection methods have been validated against manual markings by multiple users (Joshi et al., 2018; Jing et al., 2020a); and (3) as no gold standard exists for automated spike detection, the application of two separate
approaches can identify common patterns. We applied both algorithms
to the same patients, intervals of data, and electrodes analyzed with the
LS spindle detector. While spikes have a broad field and are not localized to a single channel (e.g., see Kramer et al., 2019), the spike detection algorithm in Persyst 13 assigns each spike to a single channel. To
prevent incorrect omission of spikes because of channel assignment,
we computed spike rate by summing spikes detected at both primary
centrotemporal channels and all secondary high-density EEG channels
surrounding this ROI (see Fig. 5). Repeating all analyses, including
only those spikes detected using Persyst 13 with maximal amplitude in
the centrotemporal channels in either hemisphere (C3, C5, T3, and C4,
T4, C6), we find qualitatively consistent results. For the SpikeNet detector, which only accepts low-density 10-20 EEG inputs, we computed
the spike rate by summing spikes detected with maximal probability in
the centrotemporal regions (e.g., C3, T3 and C4, T4).
Statistical analysis. To assess the performance of the two spindle
detectors compared with gold standard manual detections and each
other, we report PPV, sensitivity, and the F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of the PPV and sensitivity, as follows:
F1 ¼ 2

PPV  sensitivity
:
PPV 1 sensitivity

For all measures of detector performance, we chose the threshold
with optimum F1 score. We note that, to compute the F1 score, we performed a by-sample analysis, which penalizes detections not perfectly
aligned with hand-marked events (Warby et al., 2014). We did so to provide the most rigorous assessment of detector performance and avoid
choosing an arbitrary assessment parameter (the overlap threshold)
(Warby et al., 2014).
To mitigate the impact of false-positive results following from the
multiple testing problem, we tested three a priori hypotheses: (1) that the
mean spindle rate is decreased in the centrotemporal regions in children
with active CECTS, but not resolved CECTS, compared with controls;
(2) that spindle rate is inversely related to spike rate; and (3) that spindle
rate in the centrotemporal regions correlates with performance in four
neuropsychological tasks.
For hypothesis (1), we modeled the spindle rate as a function of subject group (A-CECTS or R-CECTS) using a generalized linear mixedeffects model (binomial distribution, logit link, and estimated dispersion
parameter). For each patient, we computed the average spindle rate in
centrotemporal channels (e.g., where spikes are prominent in CECTS)
(Xie et al., 2018; Ross et al., 2020) in each hemisphere (left hemisphere:
electrodes C3, C5, T3; right hemisphere: C4, C6, T4). We included a random-effects intercept for each patient to account for two separate hemispheric measures from each subject (Gelman, 2005; Winter, 2013).
For hypothesis (2), we modeled the spike rate in the left and right
centrotemporal regions as a function of spindle rate in the left and right
centrotemporal regions (respectively) using a generalized linear mixedeffects model (binomial distribution, logit link, estimated dispersion parameter, and random-effects intercept for each patient). In this model,
the spike rate s is as follows:
s¼

eb 0 1b 1 d
11e b 0 1 b 1 d

where d is the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) transformation of the spindle rate (see next section) and b 0 ; b 1 are model parameters to estimate.
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Figure 1. Example confounds to spindle detection introduced by sharp features in the EEG. A, Spindles (thick arrows) in
the EEG (black) increase the magnitude of s activity computed using the wavelet transform (orange). B, C, Abrupt increases
in the EEG at (B) epileptiform spikes (thin arrows); and (C) the sharp negative deflection in a K-complex (short arrow)
increase the magnitude of s activity. D, The average median wavelet s power increases with spike rate in CECTS patients
(red circles). Black line indicates model fit.
As an approximation of the relationship between spike and spindle rate,
we also report e b 1 d for d corresponding to a unit increase in spindle rate.
For hypothesis (3), we modeled the neuropsychological scores as a
function of the average spindle rate in the centrotemporal regions. For
FSIQ, PSI, and phonological awareness, we first averaged the spindle
densities from the left and right centrotemporal channels. Then, to
reduce the influence of extreme observations, we applied the IHS transformation to these average spindle densities (Burbidge et al., 1988). We
note that the IHS transformation is similar to the logarithmic transformation, but suitable for nonpositive observations. We modeled each
neuropsychological score as a function of the IHS transformed spindle
densities (linear regression). We note that, for the (single) observation of
neuropsychological score per subject, a mixed-effects model with two
predictors per subject (i.e., left and right spindle rates) would fail. We
therefore averaged the left and right spindle rates to create a single predictor per subject. An alternative approach would be to model the (two)
left and right spindle rates per subject with (single) predictor neuropsychological score. In this case, a mixed-effects model would be appropriate.
However, we considered this approach less informative; we are interested
in predicting the neuropsychological score for a given spindle rate, not
vice versa. For GPT, we modeled motor task performance using the right
and left hand as a function of the spindle rate in the left and right centrotemporal channels, respectively (linear mixed-effects model, with random-effects intercept for each patient). Because not all subjects performed
each neuropsychological assessment, the number of subjects analyzed for
each assessment varied as follows: FSIQ (n = 26, 8 subjects A-CECTS, 8
subjects R-CECTS, 10 control subjects), GPT (n = 26, 7 subjects ACECTS, 9 subjects R-CECTS, 10 control subjects), PSI (n = 28, 9 subjects
A-CECTS, 9 subjects R-CECTS, 10 controls), and phonological awareness
(n = 23, 6 subjects A-CECTS, 7 subjects R-CECTS, 10 controls).
As spindle rate may increase across the subject age range included
here (Purcell et al., 2017), for each model for each hypothesis, we tested
age as a covariate and included age as an independent variable in the
model if p , 0.1. Doing so, we only found evidence to include age in the
model of motor task performance (GPT) as a function of spindle rate.
In addition to these four primary hypotheses we conducted exploratory analyses to examine the spatial extent of the spindle deficit, spindle
characteristics (duration, frequency, and amplitude), and narrow-band
spindle results focused on slow (9–12 Hz) and fast (12–15 Hz) spindles
(Mölle et al., 2011). We also modeled the neuropsychological scores for
the CECTS subjects as functions of the spindle rate, and as functions of
the spike rate computed with each of the two spike detection methods.
The number of subjects for each assessment matched those listed for
CECTS subjects above, except that one A-CECTS subject was omitted
from the spike rate computed using Persyst; for this subject, the amount
of data available (;5 min) was insufficient for detector application.
To correct for multiple comparisons within each hypothesis, we
implemented a procedure to control the false detection rate (Benjamini

and Hochberg, 1995) with q = 0.05. The exact p
values, effect sizes (i.e., the regression coefficient), and 95% CIs are reported.
Data accessibility. Raw data were generated
at Massachusetts General Hospital and the
Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical
Imaging. Derived data are available from the
corresponding author on request. Deidentified
data may be available on request to the corresponding author with appropriate institutional
review board approval.
Software accessibility. Software for the LS
spindle detector is available for reuse and further development at https://github.com/MarkKramer/Spindle-Detector-Method.

Results

Automated detection of spindles in the
setting of spikes
Available automated detectors rely primarily on measures of s activity to detect
spindles (example in Fig. 1A) (Warby et al., 2014). However,
sharp voltage fluctuations, such as the interictal epileptiform
spikes in patients with epilepsy, cause an artifactual increase in s
power, resulting in both: (1) false elevations in background s activity, a measure often applied to determine the threshold used
to detect spindles; and (2) false detections of these sharp events
as spindles (example in Fig. 1B). Notably, even healthy sleep
physiology with sharp morphology (e.g., vertex waves or the initial negative deflection in a K-complex) can have this same detrimental effect on spindle detection using available approaches
(example in Fig. 1C). To demonstrate the impact of interictal
spikes on s band activity, we considered an established spindle detection method that performs well on EEG data from
subjects without epilepsy (Wamsley et al., 2012; Warby et al.,
2014). We first computed the relationship between spike rate
(spikes/min) and median wavelet power in the s band, which
determines the spindle detection threshold in this example
automated detector (Wamsley et al., 2012). Using two independent automated methods to compute spike rate (see
Automatic spike detection), we found a positive relationship
between spike rate and median wavelet power in the s band
(Persyst: p = 0.00037, linear regression with predictor logarithm spike rate and outcome median s band wavelet power,
n = 23 patients with CECTS, regression coefficient 1.2e-11, SE
2.8e-12; Fig. 1D; SpikeNet: p = 0.011, regression coefficient
4.7e-12, SE 1.7e-12). Thus, using approaches that rely primarily on the magnitude of s activity, the presence of spikes
results in both falsely detected spindles and an elevated
threshold for spindle detection.
To mitigate this concern, we developed a new spindle detector designed to identify spindles in the presence of sharp events
(Fig. 2). The proposed LS spindle detector estimates the probability of a spindle given three features calculated from the EEG:
(1) the power 9–15 Hz, (2) the power 4-8 Hz, and (3) the Fano
factor, which reflects the sinusoidal regularity of rhythmic activity (see Latent state (LS) spindle detector). Using expert markings
to train the LS detector (1631 spindles from 18 subjects), we
found that intervals with spindles tend to exhibit: (1) high 9–
15 Hz power, (2) low 4-8 Hz power, and (3) consistent rhythmic
activity (Fig. 2A). In comparison, sharp events, such as spikes,
are expected to exhibit: (1) high power 9–15 Hz, (2) high power
4–8 Hz, and (3) irregular rhythmic activity. Upon testing against
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Active, but not resolved, CECTS have
a spindle deficit in centrotemporal
channels
To assess the relationship between spindle
rate (spindles/min) in the affected brain
regions and disease state, we first separated
the subjects into three groups: (1) those
with high seizure risk (active CECTS, ACECTS), (2) low seizure risk (resolved
CECTS, R-CECTS), and (3) controls. We
then built a statistical model to relate
group to spindle rate in the centrotemporal EEG channels (see Subject
recruitment, Statistical analysis). We
found that children with A-CECTS
have a reduced spindle rate in the centrotemporal regions (estimated rate
1.26/min, 95% CI [0.82, 1.91]/min)
compared with control subjects (estimated rate 2.4/min, 95% CI [1.7, 3.4]/
min; effect size 0.51, 95% CI [0.29,
0.89], p = 0.019; Fig. 3). In contrast, we
found no evidence that children with
R-CECTS have altered spindle rate
compared with control subjects (estimated rate 2.2/min, 95% CI [1.5, 3.1]/
min, p = 0.89). We conclude that children with active CECTS have a spindle
deficit in the centrotemporal regions.
We further conclude that this spindle
deficit is transient, present only in
CECTS patients with active disease
and no longer evident in patients with
resolved disease.
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expert markings, we found that the LS
detector identified spindles in epilepsy
and control subjects with good performance (F1 score 0.37) and outperformed
an established spindle detection method
(Fig. 2B–F; Table 1). We note that the
F1 scores reported here lie within the
range of F1 scores computed using a bysample analysis for existing automated
detectors (0.2-0.43) (Warby et al., 2014,
their Supplementary Table 1). Therefore,
in what follows, we use the LS detector
to identify spindles from CECTS and
control subjects.
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Figure 2. The LS detector outperforms an existing method in the context of epilepsy. A, Distributions of the three features
used by the LS detector, calculated for the training data. B, C, Comparison of the LS detector (blue) and an existing spindle
detection method (orange). The LS detector performs with higher (B) F1, (C) sensitivity, and PPV than an existing spindle detector. D–F, Illustration of the LS detector (blue curves) applied to example EEG (black) as in Figure 1. When the LS detector
exceeds the threshold (dashed line), a spindle is detected. Yellow represents example detections. Spindles (D,F) are accurately
detected (arrows). Abrupt increases in the EEG because of epileptiform spikes (E, thin arrows) or a K-complex (F, short arrow)
are not detected as spindles.

CECTS spindle deficit is specific to the
centrotemporal regions
We hypothesized that the spindle deficit
in CECTS would be focal and correspond to the centrotemporal
cortical regions affected by sleep-activated spikes. To explore the
spatial extent of the spindle deficit, we analyzed the spindle rate
in six brain regions (Fig. 4A) in each of the three subject groups,
based on EEG channel designations (central, temporal, frontal,
parietal, occipital, and midline). We found that children with ACECTS have a reduced spindle rate in the central electrode brain
regions compared with controls (factor of 0.55, 95% CI [0.33,
0.93], p = 0.026; Fig. 4B). We also found a trend of reduced spindle rate in the temporal regions in A-CECTS compared with

Table 1. Comparative spindle detector performancea
Method

F1 score

PPV

Sensitivity

LS detector
Existing detector

0.37
0.27

0.45
0.35

0.37
0.22

a

The LS detector performs with higher F1, positive predictive values, and sensitivity than an existing spindle detector.

controls (factor of 0.53, 95% CI [0.28, 1.02], p = 0.057). We did
not detect a significant effect of subject group in the other four
regions (p . 0.22 for all other regions). We conclude that the
spindle deficit observed in patients with active CECTS is focal,
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regions and FSIQ (effect size 0.96, 95% CI
[0.39, 1.5], p = 0.0025; Fig. 6A), fine motor
dexterity (effect size 1.14, 95% CI [0.53,
8
*
1.75], p = 0.00047; Fig. 6B), and process6
ing speed (effect size 0.75, 95% CI [0.16,
1.3], p = 0.018; Fig. 6C). We did not find
4
T3 C5 C3
C4 C6 T4
evidence of a relationship between spindle rate and the measure of phonological
2
processing applied here (p = 0.34; Fig. 6D).
0
To assess the relationship between spike
A-CECTS
R-CECTS
Control
rate and cognitive function, we apply two
independent methods to compute spike
Figure 3. Spindle rate is lower in patients with active CECTS. A, Electrodes analyzed in the centrotemporal channels of
rate in all patients with CECTS. We found
each hemisphere. B, Spindle rate versus subject group. Circles represent spindle rate for each hemisphere of each patient.
no evidence of a relationship between spike
Bar heights indicate the mean spindle rate of the group. Vertical black lines indicate 2 SEs of the mean. pp = 0.019.
rate in the centrotemporal regions and
cognitive function in all cases (p . 0.12,
except for a possible negative trend belocalized to the same brain regions affected by epileptiform
tween
Persyst
spike
detections
and processing speed, p = 0.06,
spikes.
Fig. 7B; and a possible negative trend between SpikeNet spike
detections and phonological processing, p = 0.072, Fig. 7C).
CECTS spindles are inversely correlated with spike rate
Restricting analysis of spindle rate to patients with CECTS for
Given a proposed shared thalamocortical circuitry underlying
comparison (Fig. 7A), we still found a positive relationship
NREM sleep-activated spikes and spindles in CECTS, we expect
between spindle rate in the centrotemporal regions and FSIQ
that a patient with more frequent spikes will have less frequent
(effect size 1.24, 95% CI [0.36, 2.11], p = 0.014) and fine motor
spindles. To test this relationship, we compared the spike and
dexterity (effect size 1.2, 95% CI [0.34, 2.06], p = 0.0092), and a
spindle rates for each patient with CECTS (Fig. 5). Using two inpossible trend between spindle rate and processing speed (effect
dependent spike detection methods, we found that increased
size 0.71, 95% CI [0.11, 1.53], p = 0.10). We conclude that relaspindle rate anticorrelates with spike rate (Persyst detections:
tionships exist between spindle rate in the centrotemporal regions
effect size b 1 ¼ 1:03, CI [1.84, 0.22], p = 0.015; SpikeNet
and performance on three neuropsychological tasks in CECTS;
detections: effect size b 1 ¼ 1:82, CI [2.96, 0.68],
increased spindle rate correlates with improved task performp = 0.0026; see Statistical analysis). Thus, a unit increase in spinance. In contrast, using two different spike detection methods, we
dle rate correlated with a decrease in spike rate by a factor of
find spike rate does not reliably correlate with neuropsychological
;0.2-0.4. We note that 6 of 11 subjects with active disease, and 5
performance.
of 13 subjects with resolved disease, received antiepileptic medication. For both groups, we found no evidence that medication
Spindle duration, amplitude, and frequency, remain
status correlated with spike rate using either detector (p . 0.25
consistent across groups
in all cases). We found a possible relationship between medicaTo investigate the spindle characteristics of each group, we comtion status and spindle rate in subjects with active disease
puted three features: spindle duration, frequency, and amplitude.
(p = 0.079), where subjects on antiepileptic medication had a
We found no evidence that children with CECTS have altered
trend toward a decreased spindle rate. This result may reflect a
spindle duration compared with control subjects (Fig. 8A;
selection bias in that the subjects with more severe disease were
p = 0.15 for A-CECTS, and p = 0.62 for R-CECTS; see Analysis of
more likely treated with medication. We did not find evidence
spindle features). Across all subjects, we found a mean spindle
for a relationship between medication status and spindle rate
duration of 0.88 s (SD 0.23 s). Similarly, we found no evidence
among subjects with resolved epilepsy (p = 0.18). We conclude
that children with CECTS have altered amplitude during spinthat an inverse relationship exists between spindle and spike rate;
dles compared with control subjects (Fig. 8B; p = 0.15 for Athe higher the spindle rate, the lower the spike rate. These results
CECTS, and p = 0.74 for R-CECTS). Across all subjects, we
are consistent with the hypothesis that competitively shared thafound a mean spindle amplitude 34.8 mV (SD 12.3 mV). Finally,
lamocortical circuitry supports both spikes and spindles during
we found no evidence that children with CECTS have altered
NREM sleep.
spindle frequency compared with control subjects (Fig. 8C;
p = 0.61 for A-CECTS, and p = 0.67 for R-CECTS). Across all
Spindle rate, but not spike rate, predicts cognitive function
subjects, we found a mean s frequency of 12.6 Hz (SD 1.0 Hz).
While children with CECTS are known to have deficits in
We conclude that spindles have similar durations, amplitudes,
cognitive function, whether the deficits in spindle rate
and frequencies in children with CECTS compared with control
observed here correlate with neuropsychological performsubjects.
ance is unknown. To test this, we compare each subject’s
spindle rate in the centrotemporal channels with performConsistent trends occur in a narrow frequency interval
ance on four neuropsychological tests in domains commonly
To broadly capture spindle frequencies in a pediatric age group,
affecting children with CECTS: general intelligence (measured by
we analyzed spindles spanning a 9-15 Hz frequency range
FSIQ), fine motor dexterity (measured by the GPT), processing
(Purcell et al., 2017). To explore whether consistent results occur
speed (measured by the PSI), and phonological awareness (measin narrow frequency bands (Mölle et al., 2011), we first show the
ured by the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing, secaverage power spectrum at the centrotemporal channels for each
ond edition; see Neuropsychological assessment). We found a
subject (see Spectral analysis; Fig. 9A). Most spectral peaks in the
s band (26 of the 27 subjects analyzed) occurred at frequencies
positive relationship between spindle rate in the centrotemporal
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.12 Hz (Fig. 9A; mean peak frequency 13.2 Hz, SD 0.95 Hz). We
therefore considered spindles detected with frequencies 9-12 Hz
(e.g., slow spindles) and 12-15 Hz (e.g., fast spindles). In the 1215 Hz frequency band, we found results consistent with the
broadband analysis: (1) lower spindle rate in the centrotemporal regions in patients with A-CECTS (p = 0.034; Fig. 9B) compared with control subjects; (2) a possible inverse relationship

between spindle and spike rates (p = 0.040 using SpikeNet,
p = 0.15 using Persyst; Fig. 9C); and (3) positive relationships
between spindle rate and performance on three neuropsychological tests (general intelligence p = 0.013, fine motor dexterity
p = 0.0029, and processing speed p = 0.027; Fig. 9D). We also
found evidence of focal spindle deficits in the central
(p = 0.053) and temporal (p = 0.031) regions; p . 0.12 in all
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further show that the spindle deficits are
present in the active, but not resolved,
14
disease state and correlate with the neu60
ropsychological deficits observed. These
12
1
40
observations have several implications for
10
20
our understanding of the role of the thalamocortical circuit in the pathophysiology
8
0
0
HC
HC
HC
of this disease, the role of abnormal spindles on cognitive dysfunction in CECTS,
and novel opportunities for treatment. In
addition, because children with CECTS
Figure 8. Spindle features are consistent across groups. The (A) duration, (B) amplitude, and (C) frequency of detected
overlap clinically and genetically with more
spindles for each subject group. Circles represent values for each patient. Bar heights indicate the mean feature value.
severe epileptic encephalopathies (Lemke et
Vertical black lines indicate 2 SEMs.
al., 2013; Gao et al., 2017; Kessi et al., 2018;
Strehlow et al., 2019), these findings may
other regions. For the 9-12 Hz frequency band, we found no
have broader applicability to these rare electroclinical epilepsy
evidence of a difference in spindle rates between A-CECTS and
syndromes.
control subjects (p . 0.22 in all regions; Fig. 9E). However, we
Prior studies have demonstrated subtle structural abnormaldid observe a possible inverse relationship between spindle rate
ities
involving the thalamus (Sánchez Fernández et al., 2012, 2017;
and spike rate (p = 0.026 using SpikeNet, p = 0.10 using Persyst;
Leal et al., 2018) and thalamocortical white matter in children
Fig. 9F), and possible relationships between spindle rate and
with CECTS and related epileptic encephalopathies (Ciumas et al.,
performance on neuropsychological tests (general intelligence
S. E. Kim et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2014; Ostrowski et al.,
2014;
p = 0.081, fine motor dexterity p = 0.061, processing speed
Our finding of spindle dysfunction in CECTS also impli2019).
p = 0.094; Fig. 9G). We conclude that, while a broadband analycates
disruption
to the thalamocortical circuit in this disease.
sis captures the strongest effects, narrowband analysis in the
Spindles
are
generated
in the reticular nucleus of the thalamus, a
12-15 Hz range produces qualitatively similar results.
diffuse web-like collection of GABAergic neurons, which encase
the other thalamic nuclei (Fuentealba and Steriade, 2005; Fogerson
Discussion
and Huguenard, 2016). These neurons project primarily to glutaAlthough CECTS is a common developmental epilepsy, the pathmatergic thalamocortical neurons, which entrain cortical areas to
ophysiological mechanism leading to seizures and cognitive dystheir s frequency rhythms (Beenhakker and Huguenard, 2009).
function in these children is unknown. Here, we show that focal
The resulting rhythms (sleep spindles) are amplified and propagated
spindle deficits are an electrophysiological feature of CECTS. We
through corticocortical and thalamocortical circuits. Corticothalamic
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.12 Hz (vertical dashed line). In each figure, black (gray) curves indicate subjects with (without) a local maximum in the s band (9-15 Hz, vertical black lines). B–G, Results of narrowband
analysis for (B–D) 12-15 Hz and (E–G) 9-12 Hz. B, E, Spindle rate per group (see Fig. 3). C, F, Spindle rate versus spike rate (see Fig. 5). D, G, Spindle rate versus neuropsychological score (see
Fig. 6). pp = 0.034.

neurons send glutamatergic inputs back to the thalamus, producing a feedback loop regulated primarily by GABAergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission (Jacobsen et al., 2001).
Our observation of an inverse relationship between spike and
spindle rate during NREM sleep further supports observations

that spikes and spindles may represent competitive processes
that use the same thalamocortical circuitry (Beenhakker and
Huguenard, 2009). In vitro, both spikes and spindles are
recorded from single thalamic cells and thalamic slice preparations after different pharmacologic treatments (von Krosigk et
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al., 1993; Huguenard and Prince, 1994; U. Kim et al., 1997). In
humans, thalamic and cortical activity measured with depth
electrodes is phase-locked during both spindles and spikes
(Williams, 1953; Andersen et al., 1967). Although thalamocortical circuit dysfunction has previously been implicated in the
pathophysiology of generalized seizures in absence epilepsy
(Williams, 1953; Beenhakker and Huguenard, 2009; Maheshwari
and Noebels, 2014; Fogerson and Huguenard, 2016), our observation of a focal spindle deficit in CECTS reveals that thalamocortical circuit can be focally disrupted in epilepsy. Consistent
with this, prior work has demonstrated that distinct thalamocortical assemblages generate focal spindles (Andersen et al., 1967;
Bastuji et al., 2020), and these distinct circuits can promote focal
abnormalities (Fogerson and Huguenard, 2016; Clemente-Perez
et al., 2017). In particular, sensorimotor thalamocortical circuits
promote spatially distinct spindle populations (Nishida and
Walker, 2007; Fogerson and Huguenard, 2016), and these sensorimotor spindles have been mechanistically tied to focal seizures
in mouse models (Clemente-Perez et al., 2017). In a focal epilepsy rodent model, the thalamus was found to maintain cortical
seizures and provide a neuromodulatory target to disrupt them
(Paz et al., 2013). Our findings of disruptions specific to the centrotemporal regions in CECTS implicate either discrete thalamic
nuclei (e.g., ventroanterior, ventrolateral, and ventroposterior
nuclei) (Andersen et al., 1967) or discrete cell types (e.g., parvalbumin expressing neurons that are mediolaterally distributed in
the reticular nucleus of the thalamus) (Clemente-Perez et al.,
2017) in this disease.
Sensorimotor sleep spindles typically increase in frequency
and rate over childhood (Purcell et al., 2017; Hahn et al.,
2019), coincident with the age period that CECTS presents.
The relationship between spindle rate and sleep-dependent
consolidation of both procedural (Walker et al., 2002; Fogel
and Smith, 2006; Nishida and Walker, 2007; Peters et al.,
2008; Tamaki et al., 2008; Rasch et al., 2009) and declarative
(Clemens et al., 2005, 2006; Schabus et al., 2008) memory is
well established in healthy adults, and spindle dysfunction has
been implicated as a mechanism for poor memory in aging
(Pace-Schott and Spencer, 2015) and disease (Baran et al.,
2018). Prior work has also demonstrated that general cognitive abilities and sleep-dependent memory consolidation are
associated with spindle rate in healthy neurotypical children
and those with autism (Wilhelm et al., 2012; Farmer et al.,
2018; Hahn et al., 2019). Here, we find that spindles are disrupted in children with a sleep-activated focal developmental
epilepsy syndrome, CECTS, and correlate with general intelligence, fine motor dexterity, and processing speed. We did not
find a relationship between spindle rate and phonological
processing, which may reflect an alternate mechanism behind
the language challenges in these children or the limitations of
our approach. Given the short samples of sleep available, we
included both Stage 2 and 3 NREM sleep states in our analysis,
although the rate of spindles in memory functions may differ
between these states (Cox et al., 2012, 2017). In addition, we
measured neuropsychological performance on a separate day
from the EEG recordings. Future work, pairing spindle measures with same-day cognitive testing and including a measure
of memory encoding, may provide a more sensitive assay of
the dynamic relationship between spindles and cognitive
function in these children. In addition, using a cross-sectional
dataset of children at different stages of the disease, we found
evidence for a transient spindle deficit. Confirmation that resolution of the spindle deficit coincides with resolving neuropsychological concerns will require a longitudinal study.
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Children with CECTS develop a range of mild to profound
cognitive deficits concurrent with seizures (Tovia et al., 2011;
Ross et al., 2020). The severe epileptic encephalopathies that
present over the same ages include continuous spike and wave of
sleep with encephalopathy and Landau Kleffner syndrome.
These syndromes are characterized by interictal spikes in .85%
of NREM sleep and permanent and progressive declines in cognitive function (Scheltens-de Boer, 2009). Supporting the phenotypic overlap between CECTS and these disorders, genetic
studies reveal that the same pathologic mutation can lead to continuous spike and wave of sleep with encephalopathy or CECTS
(Lemke et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2017; Kessi et al., 2018; Strehlow
et al., 2019). In addition, a prospective study reported that 6.6%
of CECTS cases meet diagnostic criteria for continuous spike
and wave of sleep with encephalopathy or Landau Kleffner syndrome (Tovia et al., 2011). Thus, our findings of a spindle deficit and thalamocortical circuit dysfunction in CECTS may
provide new insights for these related but more severe epileptic
encephalopathies.
Importantly, there are currently no available validated biomarkers to identify cognitive risk or proven strategies to treat
cognitive dysfunction in children with CECTS or related epileptic encephalopathies. The development and validation of a robust spindle detector for use in patients with epileptiform
spikes, and the identification of a spindle deficit in CECTS,
open new opportunities in both of these areas. Using a crosssectional, case-control study design, we identified spindle deficits in children with active epilepsy and a correlation between
spindle measures and cognitive function. Future work, using
the LS or comparably performing detector, to identify normative spindle rate values in healthy children across ages may enable efficient identification of children with epilepsy who are at
risk of cognitive deficits. Further, longitudinal assessments
within children with CECTS may identify those at risk of cognitive regression, or conversely, those entering resolution of cognitive disease in CECTS. In addition, given the direct role that
spindles play in memory consolidation, spindle deficits offer a
novel treatment target (Manoach et al., 2020). Prior work has
demonstrated that interventions that increase spindle activity
result in improved sleep-dependent memory consolidation
(Kaestner et al., 2013; Mednick et al., 2013; Lustenberger et al.,
2016; Leminen et al., 2017). Future work is required to explore
the potential of spindle-promoting interventions to improve
cognitive function in children with CECTS.
Evidence of spindle disruption in CECTS demonstrates
thalamocortical circuit dysfunction in this idiopathic focal
epilepsy and provides a common pathophysiology for the
shared seizures and cognitive symptoms observed. Further,
sleep spindles offer a mechanistic biomarker, and potential
treatment target, of cognitive dysfunction in this common
epileptic encephalopathy.
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